B-200
Robust vet scale

Robust, portable small animal scale with stainless steel platter
Separate indicator with wall bracket
Choice of capacities and graduations
Removable, wipe down platter
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Marsden B-200: An easy to use, easy to clean
veterinary scale for small pets
The Marsden B-200 Vet Scale is built for weighing small pets. It
features a stainless steel platter, which means it can easily wiped
down to keep it clean and hygienic. A low profile base, simple
weighing functions and large, bright display make it ideal for basic
animal weighing.

Simple functions for instant weight
readings
The B-200 veterinary scale keeps things simple - with a
bright display and just five function buttons. Place your
pet on the stainless steel, wipe-down weighing pan.
The weight will appear clearly on the screen. If you want
to see the reading in lbs instead of kgs, press the Unit
button. If you need to remove unwanted weight, such as a
blanket, you can do this using the Tare function.

Take it anywhere you need
The B-200 is powered by batteries so can be used
wherever it’s required. 6x AA batteries provide a
minimum 40 hours’ continuous use. An AC adaptor is
also supplied so the scale can be powered from the mains
if required. Plus, after time without use, the scale will
automatically power off and save battery life.
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Mount the indicator to a wall for easy
weight readings
The Marsden B-200 comes with a wall bracket and
fixings so the indicator can be mounted to a wall at eye
level, and the readings on the LCD display are crystal
clear.

Key features
Tare
Wipe down platter
Can be powered by 6x AA batteries
AC Adaptor
Unit switchable
Wall bracket for indicator

Choose a trusted name
For over 90 years, Marsden has supplied
weighing scales to businesses across the UK and
around the world. Our weighing scales are trusted
by some of the largest brands in the world.
Our veterinary scales are no different. The B-200
continues our tradition of providing accurate,
innovative weighing solutions.

Specification
Capacities/graduations: 15kg x 5g, 30kg x 10g, 60kg x
20g
Base dimensions: 310mm x 310mm
Power: 9V AC adaptor or 6AA batteries
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B-200: Key features at-a-glance
Bracket for wall
mounting the
indicator

Suitable for weighing
small pets

Unit switchable

Wipe down
stainless steel
platter

Choice of capacities
and graduations

Auto power down

AC adaptor
Battery powered
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